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Searching for OER

- # tags and keywords
- UK OER community
- Global OER community
Jorum Open

http://open.jorum.ac.uk
1 year old, January 2011
Over 11,000 OERs from UK colleges and universities
YouTube Edu

[Image of YouTube Edu page]
http://www.ocwconsortium.org/
Can I Use Them?
What to Check For – Licence, Quality, Authority

• Look for an “open” licence such as Creative Commons (CC) and follow the licence stipulation (e.g. BY just attribute, BY-SA attribute and share back, BY-NC-ND attribute but not for commercial use and no derivatives or changes can be made)

• Check resource quality!

• Check the authority of the person to ensure THEY have the right to release the resource.
Further Resources

• Learn about copyright at: http://www.web2rights.org.uk/

• To have further discussions join the SCOOTER FORUM on Open Education at: http://www.sicklecellanaemia.org

• Email: scooterdmu@gmail.com
• Twitter #DMUViv
• Tag SCOOTEROER